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concepts became established in the computer field. Compared to 
the EDVAC, the SSEC was something of an anachronism, and it 
would be interesting to know to what extent SSEC designers were 
aware of the developments at the University of Pennsylvania. 
The Laboratory’s most impressive development was the NORC, 
which I have called (in “Electronic computers: A historical 
survey, ” Computing Surveys 1 (March 1969), 6-36) the first of 
the super computers. There is a brief discussion of a circuit 
developed for the NORC that was important to the development of 
the IBM 701. The computer historian would like to know more 
about the relationship between the NORC development and the main 
line of IBM scientific machine development from the 701 to the 
704, but discussions of this kind cannot be expected in an 
informal book of this kind. 
As mentioned above, this is not meant to be a technical book, 
but rather a remembrance, a souvenir of the great years of the 
Watson Labs. In this spirit the author states, “The sense of 
freedom engendered by the atmosphere at the Watson Lab created 
a euphoria among staff members that was to last, in most cases, 
for their entire period of service there. Years after, they 
wistfully recall ‘the many good times and many scientifically 
stimulating times.. . . I” 
The many photographs in the book would greatly enhance it if 
they were reproduced well. Unfortunately the printing process 
used, though quite attractive for text, is very poor for the 
illustrations. A small point, perhaps, but important for this 
kind of book. 
THE MATHEMATICAL ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA: ITS FIRST FIFTY YEARS. 
Edi.ted by Kenneth 0. May. The Mathematical Association of 
America, 1972. 180 p. $8.00. 
Reviewed by James K. Bidwell 
Central Michigan University, Mount Pleasant, Michigan 
The Mathematical Association of America celebrated its 
fiftieth anniversary in 1965. It seemed that such longevity 
warranted a permanent record of accomplishments. As is usual 
with non-profit ventures, after retrenchment of plans and much 
patience, this history was published in 1972. The authors that 
collaborated in this rather brief volume are well-known for 
their knowledge of history of mathematics in general and the 
Association in particular. The volume is meritorious on those 
grounds alone. But beyond that the book is packed quite tightly 
with more historical details than anyone would want to read. 
The history contains six chapters and ten appendices. The 
first chapter, by Phillip S. Jones, summarizes very compactly 
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and excellently the development of the mathematics curriculum 
in the United States colleges from 1636 to 1915. He concentrates 
on the forces of change in mathematics education from about 1890 
until 1915. There is a list of references which would be most 
useful to the serious reader. 
The second chapter, by Carl B. Boyer, covers the first years 
of the Association. It is the longest chapter and covers several 
interesting themes. The heaviest stress is on the interplay of 
the Association, school mathematics, undergraduate mathematics, 
and junior college programs. Special emphasis is given the 1923 
Report of the National Committee on Mathematical Requirements. 
Some interesting anecdotes: 1. In 1920 the proposed life mem- 
bership was $(100-x) where x was the member’s age! 2. In 1934 
there was a job depression among new Ph.D.‘s and a commission 
informed new degreed persons about public school teaching pos- 
sibilities and requirements. 3. The Doctor of Arts degree was 
alive and well in 1934, too. 4. In 1940 the War Preparedness 
Committee reported on how mathematicians could solve problems 
dealing with rearmament! 
Emory P. Starke authors the chapter on the World War II 
period. It is brief but is the only chapter that discus’ses 
mathematical articles in the Monthly. 
The last general history chapter covers the period from 1946 
to 1965 and is written by Robert A. Rosenbaum. He writes about 
seven dichotomies within the Association membership such as 
teaching vs. research, pure vs applied, intuition vs. rigor, and 
elementary vs. advanced. But his claim is that we are unified 
in our diversity! Stress is on the divergence between mathema- 
tics teaching at any level and mathematics (pure and research). 
He congratulates mathematicians who have associated themselves 
with the problems of learning mathematics by students at all 
levels. As he says, “Besides, we didn’t know anything about it. 
But we’ve learned!” It appears that we still have a long way to 
go before mathematicians really are educators in the best sense 
of that word. Rosenbaum also includes an adequate list of 
references. 
The fifth chapter, written by Harriet F. Montague, gives the 
history of the sections of the Association. This was a monumen- 
tal job and the chapter comes off quite well. The interplay 
among the earliest sections is interesting. The last chapter 
is on financial history by Harry M. Gehman. In sum, the organ- 
ization began with zero wealth and has become a comfortable, 
although not rich, group. In 1916 expenditures were $3712 and 
in 1965 they were $1,594,938. Even discounting inflation, this 
shows a healthy growth. 
The appendices by Gregory H. Moore cover everything: the 
constitution, officers, committees, publications, lectures, 
growth, awards, and finances. 
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In summary, the volume is well worth the time it takes to 
read. It is easy to find fault with it, particularly the lack 
of any connections between the Association (and the Monthly) 
and the development of modern mathematical fields of interest. 
The stress is on committees and reports, which are the easiest 
to research. More importantly, the book does indeed capture, 
as best as can be done, the spirit and development of a leading 
association of mathematicians. 
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If we hope to consider human civilization as a whole, Chinese 
civilization cannot be neglected. If we regard European science 
as a reflection of Western civilization, we should be aware 
also of the existence of a Chinese science reflecting Eastern 
civilization, even though apparently very different from Euro- 
pean science. “One of the greatest needs of the world in our 
time is the growth and wide dissemination of a true historical 
perspective, for without it whole peoples can make the gravest 
misjudgments about each other.... Was it [science] purely a 
product of the genius of Europe, or did all civilizations bring 
their contributions to a common pool? A right historical 
perspective here is one of the most urgent necessities of our 
time.” These are the opening words of Joseph Needham’s short 
memoir, “The Historian of Science as Ecumenical Man,” which 
begins this book dedicated to him on his seventieth birthday. 
The book may be divided into two parts. The first provides 
the reader with perspectives on the work of the author of the 
monumental Science and Civilization in China. It consists of 
the following three chapters in addition to Needham’s memoir: 
Derek J. de Solla on “Joseph Needham and the Science of China”; 
Shigeru Nakayama on “Jospeh Needham, Organic Philosopher”; and 
A. C. Graham on “China, Europe, and the Origins of Modern Science: 
Needham Is The Great Titration." 
The second part contains the following six contributions: 
Mitukuni Yosida on “The Chinese Concept of Nature”; Kiyosi Yabuuti 
on “Chinese Astronomy: Development’ and Limiting Factors”; A. C. 
Graham and Nathan Sivin on “A Systematic Approach to the Mohist 
Optics (ca. 300 B.C.)“; Ho Peng Yoke, Beda Lim, and Francis 
Morsigh on “Elixir Plants : The Ch’un-yang Lu Chen-jen yao shih 
chih”(Pharmaceutica1 Manual of the Adept Lu Ch’un-yang); William 
